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NSG men being air-dropped on to the Nariman House terrace on Nov 28
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Pranab Dhal Samanta in the Indian Express: Talkative Li
quoted Weber, Hegel, Jobs, said PM is large-hearted:

NSG/MARCOS

Unlike his predecessors, the Chinese Premier was
very particular that his translator got the nuances
right. At one point during the dinner on Sunday, his
translator described PM Singh as an "elder" and
"kind hearted". Li stopped him and said he did not
mean that, and spoke in English himself to give the
exact meaning — "senior statesman" and "largehearted".

Bullets For Broadway
A 60-hour battle to take back the heart of Mumbai. The NSG's finest run.
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As for the Steve Jobs reference, Li brought up his
biography by Walter Isaacson. Li recounted the
profound impact India had on Jobs, particularly his
experience with yoga. He then referred to his own
visit of 1986 to make the point that India is that a kind
of place which can make such an impact and that he
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I

t was the longest rescue operation in the nearly 25 years of existence of the National

Security Guard, or NSG. Battling rather skewed odds, the commandos engaged eight highly
trained terrorists entrenched in tactically superior positions. In a 51-hour battle to take back
three key landmarks of Mumbai, they killed all eight and lost two of their own. This is their story.
00:30
November 27.
NSG complex, Manesar, Gurgaon, near Delhi

I

t was half past midnight when Lt Colonel R.K. Sharma received a call asking him to report to

the office pronto. Sharma, a Gurkha Rifles officer on deputation to the NSG's 51st Special
Action Group (SAG), knew what the call meant. Mumbai was under attack and this was a call
to arms and in the next 30 minutes—the time allotted to the SAG to fully mobilise—he would be
on the move. Like Sharma, scores of other officers were also receiving similar calls across the
sprawling NSG complex in Manesar.
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A few minutes before Sharma received the call, Union home secretary Madhukar Gupta had
called the NSG DG J.K. Dutt, asking him to mobilise his troops. Gupta, in turn, was responding
to an SOS from the Maharashtra chief secretary. Which, in turn, was prompted by a
meticulously executed attack. After coming in by sea and disembarking at two points along the
Mumbai coast, the terrorists had broken up into five teams and headed out to their pre-planned
targets. At 9.21 pm, two of them opened fire at the crowded Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus
(CST) and 20 minutes later another team sprayed bullets at guests chilling out at the Leopold
Cafe, killing 10.
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The 51 SAG, specialists in building intervention operations, is a mixed lot of fighting men drawn
from diverse arms of the Indian army. In command was Special Forces officer Colonel Sunil
Sheoran, twice decorated for gallantry.
02:30
November 27.
Palam Technical Area, New Delhi
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y 2.45 am, 200 officers and men of the SAG gathered at the Palam technical area

adjoining the Delhi airport where an IL-76 from raw's aviation research centre was warming up
on the tarmac. Landing at 5.15 am in Mumbai, the commandos quickly got into the vehicles
waiting on the tarmac—trucks, BEST buses, jeeps—just about anything the Mumbai police had
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managed to lay their hands on that morning.
06:20
November 27.
The Taj Hotel and The Oberoi-Trident, Mumbai

W

hen the commandos arrived at the two locations, the terrorists were already being

engaged by the navy's elite Special Forces, the Marine Commandos (MARCOS) which had
been called in from INS Abhimanyu, their base just off the coast of Mumbai. Forty-five
members of MARCOS divided into two teams were rushed in after an SOS from a desperate
Maharashtra government to Vice-Admiral J.S. Bedi of the Western Naval Command seeking
help to evacuate the trapped guests at the Taj and Oberoi. From 2 am, till the SAG arrived and
took over, the navy commandos held ground and tried to isolate the terrorists.
The SAG quickly swung into action. Major Bharat Singh, a squadron commander, was asked to
take in one team (25 men) into the Oberoi-Trident. A similar team led by Lt Col Sharma also
went in. Both were under the tactical command of Col B.S. Rathee, deputy force commander of
the SAG contingent. "The hotel staff gave us maps of the building and we had footage from a
21 Para (SF) officer on leave. We moved in from the fire exits and climbed up to the 21st floor,"
says an officer involved in the Oberoi operation.
Not sure about where the terrorists were holed up, the commandos took the 'top-to-bottom'
approach for a dominating view and a better field of fire—critical in a close quarters battle.
Armed with their German Heckler & Koch MP-5 submachine guns, the men began a
room-by-room search of the Oberoi-Trident. Recalls a commando, part of the first team that
went into the building, with wry humour: "We thought if the hostages were locked in, that was
good. If the terrorists had locked themselves in, that was a bad call."
09:30
November 27.
Taj Hotel

M

eanwhile, near the Gateway the NSG commandos took over operations in the new wing

of the Taj from the MARCOS. Called the Taj Tower, the naval commandos had already
evacuated 300 guests. "We sent in two teams, one under Major Sandeep Unnikrishnan and
another under Major Kanwal. The SAG teams began to push the terrorists back through a
connecting corridor to the Taj Palace while guests were moved out from all possible exits," an
officer who took part in the operation told Outlook. By 10 am, a fresh plane-load of commandos
had taken off from Palam as reinforcements for Mumbai.
"We became so
good at hand
signals that we are
now planning a
dumb charades
team of our own."

14:00
November 27.
Oberoi-Trident

B

ack at the Trident, the commandos combing the rooms

made "first contact" with the terrorists on the 18th floor. "There was a barrage of automatic
gunfire...we quickly fanned out and returned fire," says a commando. As the battle raged, the
terrorists backed into Room 1856 and kept up a steady fire to keep the SAG men at bay. Col
B.S. Rathee slipped into the adjoining room under intense fire to set up a tactical command
centre. At times the commandos would fire up their HHTIS (Hand Held Thermal Imagers) to
locate the terrorists. It worked at times, and at times it didn't.

Red, red rose: NSG men after the ops

"We kept firing, threw in a few grenades but figured out that the terrorists were hiding in the
bath tub. They returned fire and injured Major Saurav Shah. Saurav went on the RT (radio
transmission) that he was bleeding and losing consciousness. We immediately did an evac
(evacuation)". Another bullet whizzed past Major Bharat, taking off a bit of his left ear. (Soon
after the operation at the Trident concluded a colleague fished out a get-well card with this
cheeky message: "Enjoy life since it's too short. Just two inches short!")
14:40
November 27.
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Taj Hotel (Heritage Wing)

C

ol Sheoran, who had tactical command of the operations at the Taj hotel, was getting

worried. While earlier estimates had indicated two terrorists, his men reported four. "Some of
the terrorists were using a ladder between the restaurant on the top and a bar below to keep
switching between floors. We homed in on their position and began to pin them down. Our
prime concern was to keep all the trapped guests in one place so that we could evac them," an
officer told Outlook. The commandos had to break down doors finger on the trigger, hoping to
meet scared guests but ready for terrorists, just in case. The effort became tougher since the
master electronic key to the hotel rooms was not functioning. "The shockwaves from the
grenade blasts had rendered them useless so we just cracked the doors down."
Back at the Oberoi-Trident, the terrorists were exchanging abuse with the commandos. Recalls
an SAG commando: "One of them started abusing Lt Col Sharma saying they would f*** his
mother. We shouted back that we would do the same to him to provoke him into exposing
himself." As the operation continued, an old joke was recounted: "All terrorists will eventually
meet God. It's our job to fix an appointment for them!"
Incidentally, the commandos had to fall back on a bit of ingenuity to solve the hiccups
hampering operations. Since radio batteries had gone dead, they communicated with each
other using sign language and 'playacting'. At other times, some would run down all 21 floors to
get the ready-to-eat meals, or replace the depleting batteries for their RT sets. "We became so
good at hand signals that we are planning to team up with Col Rathee for a dumb charades
team!"
07:45
November 28.
Nariman House

B

y nightfall on Thursday the SAG teams had figured out that Nariman House would be the

trickiest to deal with. With limited entry points available, the squadrons had to take an aerial
route to storm the building. On the 28th morning, an IAF helicopter hovered overhead as the
commandos slithered down to the roof of the building. Intercepts of the terrorist communication
had already revealed that the hostages were all dead. The commandos smashed their way into
the building with suppressing fire from the terrace while their snipers gave covering fire. The
SAG team killed two terrorists after a fierce gunbattle only to discover the decomposed bodies
of the Israeli rabbi couple and their guests.
09:10 to 18:00
November 29.
Taj Hotel (Heritage Wing)

T

hroughout Friday night, the battle for the Taj continued to rage. The terrorists were firing

intermittently while playing a deadly game of hide and seek. Earlier in the operation, the SAG
team suffered a major loss when Major Unnikrishnan, chasing a terrorist along with havildar
Yadav, came under fire. Yadav was hit and Sandeep immediately pulled him out, cautioned his
colleagues to pull back and bounded up the stairs after the terrorists and engaged them in
battle. He succumbed to their bullets.
Meanwhile the operation dragged on. Recalls a commando: "The terrorists would continuously
run between floors and we kept chasing them." Finally, isolating them on the first floor, the final
assault began early on November 29. Lobbing a few grenades, the SAG team rushed the room
where the last terrorist was holing up for several hours. As the bullets hit him, he was pushed
back against the window and he tumbled out and fell on the road below. Nearly 61 hours after
the first shot had been fired by the terrorists, the operation was finally over and the
commandos had won back the Taj hotel, inch by inch.
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12:01 AM

The danger of crying 'war' is that WE END UP NEITHER GOING TO
WAR, NOR DOING WHAT IS ESSENTIAL!
After so many decades of listening to war-mongerers and politicians
like Indira Gandhi, and TRPs savvy mediamen, we still cry 'war', but
fail to do ANYthing in the end. Neither war, nor do hat is really
needed - like beefing-up the MEN in the forces with arms, fixing
responsibility, ending financial mismanagement, like papmering
feminism, negotiating Kashmir, etc.
PARTHASARATHY REBORN
CHENNAI, INDIA
PERMALINK |
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"For it's Tommy this, an' Tommy that, an' "Chuck him out, the brute!"
But it's "Saviour of 'is country" when the guns begin to shoot;
" - Rudyard` Kipling, 1892
This was in England 116 years ago, but in India nothing has
changed. Will the heightened patriotism expressed in print and on the
TV channels lead to a rush to join the military academies which have
20 to 30% vacancies in every course.
Unlike other countries, the public has no connect with the Armed
Forces except in emergencies. The ruling classes - politicians,
bureaucrats, rich, famous and so called opinion makers do not want
their sons (it can be daughters too now) to don the uniform or their
daughters to marry into the services. What else can we expect feom
a nation in which a senior politician says that a soldier is unworthy of
even a dog's attention until he is dead and then brazenly defends
himself saying he did nothing wrong.
Just remember that it is the man in uniform who has to put his life on
the line and pay the price for his "masters'" acts of commission and
omission.
CDR ARUN VISVANATHAN
CHENNAI, INDIA
PERMALINK |
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